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Improving the Look and Feel of Your Skin

Your skin is one of the first things people notice when they meet you. Many people strive to keep a beautiful complexion
and treat their skin right. But aging, genetics, environment, and health can all take a toll on how your skin looks. This
can also impact how you feel about yourself and your appearance.
Wells Pharmacy Network offers a variety of creams to address common aesthetic issues and help you achieve a look you
love. Made with pharmaceutical grade ingredients, these are formulations you can trust that are produced with care and
precision.

Supporting Your Skin’s Health

The following are some of the formulations available through Wells Pharmacy Network to
enhance the look and feel of your skin.

Hydrate & Tighten

– If you’re looking to hydrate and brighten your skin while increasing its
firmness, ask your doctor about our cream that includes Ascorbic Acid, CoQ10, DMAE, Estriol, and
Tretinoin. These ingredients work together to combat wrinkles, sun damage, and
inflammation by supporting anti-aging, collagen production, and firmer skin.

Firmness & Fine Lines – Feel like your skin is starting to sag and
wrinkle? Our combination of Estriol, DMAE, and Hyaluronic Acid
supports improved elasticity, firmness, and moisture for plumper,
younger looking skin.

Brown Spots – Struggling with hyperpigmentation that creates a

noticeable difference in your skin tone? Our cream that combines
Hydroquinone and Vitamin D may be able to help by gently bleaching
pigmentation for a more consistent appearance.
Take pride in your appearance and feel more confident in your own
skin with help from these aesthetic dermatology formulas from
Wells Pharmacy Network. Talk to your doctor today to find
out if these creams may be right for you.
To learn more, please visit www.wellsrx.com/wellnesscompounding-solutions/dermatology-solutions/

The information provided herein is for reference only and is not to be relied upon as making any representation as to the efficacy of any particular
medications. The sample formulations described herein result from prescriptions previously ordered by professionals licensed to write prescriptions
in their respective discipline. Nothing herein is intended to replace or influence the independent judgment of any licensed professional. Only your
physician can determine whether a particular formulation is appropriate for you.
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